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Experimental and theoretical investigations
of infrared multiple photon dissociation spectra
of arginine complexes with Zn2+ and Cd2+†

Aaron M. Chalifoux,a Georgia C. Boles,a Giel Berden, b Jos Oomens bc and
P. B. Armentrout *a

Arginine (Arg) complexes with Zn2+ and Cd2+ were examined by infrared multiple photon dissociation

(IRMPD) action spectroscopy using light from a free electron laser. Electrospray ionization generated

complexes of deprotonated Arg with Zn2+, [Zn(Arg–H)]+, and Arg with CdCl+, CdCl+(Arg). Possible low-

energy conformers of these species were found using quantum chemical calculations, and their calculated

IR spectra were compared to experimentally measured IRMPD spectra. Calculations were performed at the

B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level for Zn2+ complexes and B3LYP/def2-TZVP with an SDD effective core potential

on cadmium for CdCl+ complexes. [Zn(Arg–H)]+ was found to adopt a charge-solvated, tridentate

[N,CO�,No0] structure where Zn2+ binds to the backbone amine, carbonyl oxygen, and side-chain terminal

guanidine nitrogen (No0). The CdCl+(Arg) species was suggested to be a mixture of a dominant (B85%)

charge-solvated, tridentate [N,CO,No0] structure where the CdCl+ binds to the backbone amine, carbonyl,

and side-chain imine (No0) and a minor (B15%) bidentate [N,CO�](No0H2
+) zwitterionic structure where the

metal center binds to the backbone amine and carbonyl oxygen with intramolecular proton migration from

the hydroxyl to the No0 guanidine nitrogen (as designated in parenthesis).

Introduction

Zinc finger proteins, found in about 3% of the genes in the
human genome,1 play a significant role in important biological
processes such as DNA and RNA recognition and binding.1,2

Specifically, the classical Cys2His2 zinc finger domain (where
the central Zn2+ ion is ligated by two cysteine and two histidine
residues that bind via their deprotonated side-chain sulfur and
imidazole nitrogen sites, respectively) plays an integral role
in DNA binding and is relatively common in mammalian
species.3,4 However, few quantitative, systematic studies have
been completed on the effects of mutation on the structural
and DNA binding of such domains.5,6 One particular study
evaluated the DNA binding of Cys2HisXxx domains, where
Xxx = aspartic acid (Asp), glutamic acid (Glu), asparagine
(Asn), glutamine (Gln), alanine (Ala), and arginine (Arg). Here,
the latter two residues were used as negative controls, as no

significant Zn2+–Ala and Zn2+–Arg interactions were expected.5

Interestingly, the His-Ala mutation had only a small effect
(about a 10-fold decrease) on DNA binding compared to the
analogous wild-type protein. (No comparative quantitative
study on Arg mutation was reported.) It was postulated that
these zinc fingers could potentially remain folded in the
presence of a mutant even if no Zn2+ binding with the mutant
was observed, thus maintaining the ability to bind to DNA.
Notably, structural characterization of the Cys2HisXxx domains
were outside the scope of study, such that the specific inter-
actions of Zn2+–Arg binding (if present) within the context of
zinc finger domains remains unknown. Because of the impor-
tance of zinc finger domains, the characterization of zinc
binding to Cys, His, and other potential mutant residues is
particularly important. Thus, the current work explores proto-
typical Zn2+–Arg binding, where comparison between binding
at the basic side chains of Arg and His may allow for the
determination of the key interactions that favor His ligation in
common zinc finger domains.

In previous work, Gutowski and co-workers conducted
ab initio calculations to find and characterize low-energy con-
formers of gaseous Arg and reported that the lowest energy
conformers overwhelmingly adopted a canonical form.7 Upon
complexation of Arg with alkali metals, infrared multiple
photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy studies by Williams
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and co-workers found that both zwitterionic and non-
zwitterionic structures were formed, creating salt bridge (SB)
and charge solvated (CS) structures, respectively.8 CS structures
(adopted by the smaller lithium and sodium cations) involve
binding the metal center to the backbone carbonyl, backbone
amine nitrogen, and guanidine imine nitrogen, No0. Binding of
the larger alkali metal cations (potassium, rubidium, and
cesium) with Arg forms zwitterionic salt bridges.8,9 In these
structures, the carboxylic acid has transferred its proton to the
guanidine side chain while maintaining a hydrogen bond,
and the metal cation binds to both oxygens of the anionic
carboxylate. Similar observations are anticipated for transition
metals like zinc and its congener, cadmium, although differences
in binding attributable to the increased ionic radius of the
metal ion are possible, as the ionic radius of Zn2+ is 0.60 Å
(similar to that for Li+, 0.59 Å), whereas that for Cd2+ is 0.78 Å
(halfway to that for Na+, 0.99 Å).10

To determine the structures formed via the interactions
of zinc and cadmium with arginine, IRMPD spectroscopy in
conjunction with theoretical calculations is utilized in the
present study. IRMPD spectroscopy has been employed by
various research groups to evaluate the structural characteristics
of different metallated amino acids including alkali metal cation
complexes with glutamine,11,12 tryptophan,13 lysine,14 arginine,8

aspartic and glutamic acid,15 serine,16 threonine,17 cysteine,18

methionine,19 and histidine,20 as well as zinc and cadmium
complexes of phenylalanine,21 histidine,22 proline,23 cysteine,24

glutamine,25 serine,26 asparagine,27 glutamic acid,28 aspartic
acid,29 and lysine.30 As in these previous studies, the present
study determines structures of these complexes by comparing
measured IRMPD action spectra of the zinc and cadmium
complexes of Arg formed experimentally to calculated IR spectra
of predicted low-energy conformers of these complexes. The
present study will further the collective knowledge of how
biologically important metals interact with amino acid systems,
providing fundamental information useful in understanding the
nature of metal binding in larger more biologically relevant
systems.

Experimental and theoretical methods
Mass spectrometry and photodissociation

IRMPD experiments were conducted at the Free Electron Lasers
for Infrared Experiments (FELIX) facility at Radboud University
in The Netherlands.31 Described elsewhere, a 4.7 T Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometer
was used to measure the IRMPD action spectra.21,32,33 An
electrospray ionization (ESI) source was used to generate ions
that were then accumulated in a hexapole trap for 2–3 seconds.
The ions were then pulse extracted through a quadrupole
deflector and sent through a radiofrequency (RF) octopole ion
guide into the ICR cell. Switching the dc bias of the octopole
was used to avoid collisional heating of the ions and decrease
their potential energy for more efficient trapping within the ICR
cell.21 Once stored within the ICR cell, the ion of interest was

assumed to be roughly at room temperature and was mass
selected using a stored waveform inverse Fourier transform
(SWIFT) excitation pulse.34,35 The trapped ions were then
irradiated with the FELIX laser for 0.5–1 seconds at a 10 Hz
macropulse repetition rate with an energy of 20–55 mJ per pulse
and a bandwidth of 0.5% of the central frequency. IRMPD
action spectra were created by plotting the photofragmentation
yield as a function of the frequency of the IR radiation. The
photofragmentation yield is defined as Y =

P
IF/(
P

IP +
P

IF),
where IP and IF are the integrated intensities of the precursor
and fragment ion mass peaks (the sum includes all isotopes),
respectively. The yield was linearly corrected for the frequency
dependent variation in the laser pulse energy. The IR frequency
was calibrated online using a grating spectrometer.

The metallated arginine complexes were prepared from 1
mM Arg and 1 mM Zn(NO3)2 or CdCl2 in 60 : 40 MeOH/H2O
using a Micromass Z-Spray ESI source. This resulted in the
formation of [Zn(Arg–H)]+ and CdCl+(Arg) species, respectively.
Notably, species analogous to those observed previously in our
Zn2+/Cd2+ His study were not observed, including Zn2+(Arg)2

and Cd2+(Arg)2, nor [Cd(Arg–H)]+ nor M+(Arg–H)(Arg). (The failure
to form these species is unfortunate, as they would have allowed
for a better comparison to our previous His study and between
the metals; however, these results also point to a stronger
interaction of Zn and Cd with His than with Arg in solution.) A
flow rate of 5 mL min�1 was used for both metallated complexes
and the ESI needle was held at a voltage of 3 kV. Both the arginine
(Z99%) and zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Z99%) samples were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich and the cadmium chloride
(99.9%) sample was purchased from J. T. Baker Chemical Co.
All samples were used as received.

Computational details

To determine the lowest lying conformers of the metallated Arg
complexes, we started with structures similar to those from
previous results of alkali metal cations binding to arginine
from Williams and co-workers, who used molecular dynamics
to thoroughly search conformational space (360 total structures).8,36

For the zinc complexes, we deprotonated all reasonable binding
sites (backbone amine, carboxylic acid, and nitrogens on the
guanidine group) within Arg. The backbone dihedral angles were
then oriented so that the binding sites would be able to efficiently
bond to the metal cation and reduce steric hindrance. This process
was repeated so that every conceivable bonding orientation and
motif was examined. A similar procedure was used for the CdCl+

complexes of neutral Arg. Initial geometry optimizations of the Zn
structures were conducted at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory
and at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level for Cd species using the
Gaussian09 suite of programs.37 Def2-TZVP is a balanced basis
set for all atoms and includes a triple zeta valence basis set plus
polarization functions and a small-core 28 electron effective core
potential (ECP) for Cd.38 The ECP, def2-TZVP, and def2-TZVPP
basis sets were acquired from the EMSL basis set exchange.39

The ‘‘loose’’ keyword was used to promote convergence by
implementing a step size of 0.01 a.u. and an rms force constant
of 0.0017. Further optimization of the lowest lying metallated
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structures was done at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level for Zn
complexes. Geometry optimizations of all low energy structures
were also done including empirical dispersion corrections at the
B3LYP-GD3BJ level, using the same basis sets noted above.40

Vibrational frequencies were calculated at the B3LYP/
6-311+G(d,p) level of theory for the Zn species and the B3LYP/
def2-TZVP level of theory for the Cd species, respectively, and
were scaled by 0.975 to compare them to the IRMPD action
spectra. This scaling factor has been proven in the past to
account well for any known inaccuracies in the calculated
frequencies and thus gives a good comparison between well
resolved theoretical and experimental peaks.24–28 Additionally,
the calculated frequencies were broadened using a 20 cm�1 full-
width at half maximum Gaussian line shape for comparison
with the experimental IRMPD data. This broadening accounts
for the finite laser bandwidth, unresolved rotational structure of
the ions (which are near room temperature), vibrational mode
anharmonicity, and broadening as a direct result from the
multiple photon absorption process.41

Relative energies of the B3LYP geometries located were
calculated at the B3LYP, B3P86, and MP2(full) levels using
the 6-311+G(2d,2p) and def2-TZVPP basis sets for Zn and Cd
complexes, respectively. These same basis sets were also used
for single point energies at the B3LYP-GD3BJ level using B3LYP-
GD3BJ geometries. 0 K relative enthalpies were calculated by
applying zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections to single point
energies. Thermal corrections to 298 K Gibbs energies were
calculated by using the rigid rotor/harmonic oscillator approxi-
mation. ZPE and thermal corrections were calculated by scaling
vibrational frequencies by 0.989.42

Results and discussion
Theoretical results: nomenclature

Complexes are designated by their metal binding site in brack-
ets, where a negative sign indicates a site of deprotonation
(if applicable). Backbone binding sites are designated as
follows: N, backbone amine; CO, carbonyl oxygen; CO2

�, both
carboxylate oxygens. Side-chain nitrogens adopt the following
nomenclature: the nitrogen closest to the backbone is designated
as Nd, the doubly protonated nitrogen on the side chain is
designated No, and the side-chain nitrogen doubly bound to
the carbon atom is represented as No0. In order to distinguish
between similar binding motifs, the dihedral angles describing
the amino acid orientation are listed directly after the bracket.
These orientations use designations of cis (c, angles between
01 and 451), gauche (g, angles between 451 and 1351), and trans
(t, angles between 1351 and 1801). Dihedral angles are measured
starting from the carboxylic acid hydrogen (unless this site is
deprotonated) or the analogous proton on NH2 in zwitterionic
structures and go to the terminal side-chain No0 nitrogen (which
is usually bound to zinc), followed by the +NdCNo0H dihedral
angle. For structures with otherwise identical designations, the
signs of the gauche angles (+ or �) are used to differentiate
between them.

Theoretical results: [Zn(Arg–H)]+ relative energies

Low-energy conformers of [Zn(Arg–H)]+ are shown in Fig. 1.
Table 1 gives the 0 and 298 K Gibbs energies of these
conformers and several others calculated at the B3LYP,
B3LYP-GD3BJ, B3P86, and MP2(full) levels of theory relative
to the lowest-energy conformer, the ground structure (GS), at
each level of theory. The [Zn(Arg–H)]+ GS adopts a tridentate
structure, characterized by a [N,CO�,No 0] binding motif,
where the metal center is bound to the backbone amine
nitrogen, the deprotonated carbonyl oxygen, and the terminal
side-chain No 0 nitrogen. We located four conformers that take
this form, with gggtgct as the GS, ggggggt and gcggttt structures
lying 22–25 kJ mol�1 higher in energy, and gggtgcc about
50 kJ mol�1 higher in energy, Table 1. Close examination of
these structures indicates that the Zn–guanidine group in the
GS is more planar (e.g., +NoCNo 0Zn = 1551) compared to the
higher energy conformers (1461, 1501, and 931, respectively).
(The gcggttt structure is higher in energy than ggggggt because
it has the NdH bond pointed towards Zn, rather than away,
as in the three other structures.) This planarity causes a
reduction in steric hindrance, leading to more energetically
favorable structures. The gggtgcc structure lies highest in
energy because it has the hydrogen on the No 0 binding site
in a cis orientation, compared to the trans orientation in the
otherwise comparable gggtgct GS. This orients this hydrogen
more towards the Zn (+ZnNo 0H = 1071) compared to
+ZnNo 0H = 1191 for the GS.

Three other tridentate binding motifs were discovered,
[CO2

�,No0], [N�,CO,No0], and [N�,OH,No0]. The lowest energy
[CO2

�,No0] structure is gggtgct (39–48 kJ mol�1 above the GS),
Fig. 1. Four other orientations include gcgtgct, ggggttt, and two
forms of gggtgcc (differing only in the backbone NH2 orienta-
tion) lying 44–53, 44–55, 75–86, and 83–92 kJ mol�1 higher in
energy than the GS, respectively. Generally lying higher in energy
than both of these binding motifs are the [N�,CO,No0] structures
(tgggtgct, tgcggttt, tgggtgcc, and tggttcct), which are 39–44, 61–65,
96–101, and 127–133 kJ mol�1 higher in energy than the GS,
respectively. The [N�,OH,No0] structures (tgggtgct and tgcggttt), in
which the zinc binds to the hydroxyl oxygen rather than the
carbonyl oxygen, lie higher still, approximately 36–52 kJ mol�1

higher than the analogous [N�,CO,No0] structures. The same is
true for tgggtgcc and tggttcct analogues, not included in Table 1
(see ESI,† Table S1). For both of these binding motifs, deproto-
nation of the amine instead of the more acidic carboxylic acid
accounts for their relatively high energies.

Tetradentate and bidentate binding motifs were also found,
but are unlikely to be populated experimentally because of their
high energies (4107 kJ mol�1 above the GS, see Table 1 and
Table S1, ESI†). Select higher energy species are shown in the
ESI,† Fig. S1. It is interesting to note that the lowest energy
orientation of all three tridentate binding motifs is gggtgct. This
orientation appears to be the most efficient at reducing ring
strain, reducing steric effects, and allowing planarity of the
guanidine group. However, the gggtgct orientation is not found
in the tetradentate or bidentate binding motifs and might
contribute to their higher energies.
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Theoretical results: [Zn(Arg–H)]+ structures

Full descriptions of key geometric parameters of low-energy
[Zn(Arg–H)]+ conformers are given in Table 2. The Zn–O bond
distance for the [N,CO�,No0]-gggtgct GS is 1.88 Å, and those for
the ggggggt, gcggttt, and gggtgcc conformers are within 0.01 Å.
Additionally, the Zn–N bond lengths of all four of these con-
formers are within 0.02 Å of one another (B2.09 Å), as are the
Zn–No0 bond lengths, which are shorter by about 0.17 Å (B1.92
Å). Zn–O bond distances within the [N,CO�,No0] structures are
shorter (by an average of 0.35 Å) than those seen in the
[N�,CO,No0] complexes. Likewise, deprotonation at the amino
nitrogen site affects the Zn–N bond distances observed, where
Zn–N bond distances in the [N�,CO,No0] and [N�,OH,No0]
binding motifs are comparable to the Zn–O bond distances in

the [N,CO�,No 0] structures. Notably, for the [CO2
�,No 0]

structures, the Zn–O bond distances increase to a range of
1.98–2.08 Å because the two oxygens share the delocalized
charge. Indeed, these two bond distances are nearly identical
in all but the ggggttt conformer, where one of the oxygens
forms a hydrogen bond with NdH, lengthening its bond to
zinc. Calculated Zn–No 0 bond distances are similar for all
located conformers (within 0.06 Å) and more similar throughout
each binding motif, with differences less than 0.02 Å. This
observation is explained by the fact that the guanidinium
group almost always complexes at the neutral No0 lone
pair, which leads to zinc binding characterized by similar bond
lengths regardless of the other two binding sites. The flexibility
of the long Arg side chain facilitates optimal binding at this
position.

Fig. 1 Structures of low energy [Zn(Arg–H)]+ conformers calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory. Relative 0 K enthalpies (kJ mol�1) are
given at the B3LYP, B3LYP-GD3BJ, B3P86, and MP2(full) levels, respectively. Short dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds and long dashed lines indicate
Zn–ligand bonds.
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Table 2 also shows that the bond angle associated with
+XZnO (where X = amino nitrogen in CS structures and the
second carboxylate oxygen in the SB structures) metal binding
varies with binding motif, but does not change significantly
within a specific bonding motif, i.e., upon conformational
changes in the dihedral angles along the backbone. For example,
within the [N,CO�,No0] species, the +NZnO angle is 86.4 � 0.91.
A similar range is observed for the zwitterionic [CO2

�,No0]
species, where +OZnO bonding angles are calculated as
65.7 � 0.41. (These more shallow +OZnO angles are a result
of the four-membered CO2

�–Zn ring in [CO2
�,No0] structures

rather than a five-membered C–CO�–Zn–N ring observed in
[N,CO�,No0].) If the amino group (rather than the carboxylic
acid) is deprotonated, then the +NZnO angle of the four
[N�,CO,No0] conformers drops slightly to 83.7 � 2.21, and yet
again to B771 for [N�,OH,No0] conformers. These similarities
are a result of the rigidity of the arginine backbone. In contrast,

bond angles involving the side chain vary much more broadly
(1041–1591), indicative of the different dihedral angles associated
with the different conformations.

Theoretical results: CdCl+(Arg) relative energies

As shown in Table 3, theory does not agree on the GS for the
CdCl+(Arg) complex. One possibility is a bidentate [N,CO�](No0H2

+)-
gggtgc conformer, where the carboxylic acid hydrogen has migrated
to the side-chain nitrogen, No0, as represented by No0H2

+

in parentheses, forming a salt-bridge species. (Note the
+NdCNo0H dihedral angle designation is excluded as there
are two hydrogens on No0.) Another possibility is a tridentate
[N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct structure. These structures and other low
energy conformers can be seen in Fig. 2. The [N,CO�](No0H2

+)
structure is lower in energy than [N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct by 9.4 and
5.5 kJ mol�1 at the B3LYP and B3P86 levels of theory; however,
at the B3LYP-GD3BJ and MP2(full) levels of theory, the

Table 1 Relative enthalpies (0 K) and Gibbs energies (298 K) of [Zn(Arg–H)]+ speciesa

Structure B3LYP B3LYP-GD3BJb B3P86 MP2(full)

[N,CO�,No0]-gggtgct 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)
[N,CO�,No0]-ggggggt 22.8 (23.5) 22.7 (23.8) 23.5 (24.3) 23.5 (24.3)
[N,CO�,No0]-gcggttt 23.4 (22.6) 23.8 (23.5) 24.3 (23.6) 24.5 (23.8)
[CO2

�,No0]-gggtgct 38.9 (36.9) 48.1 (46.1) 42.4 (40.3) 47.6 (45.6)
[N�,CO,No0]-tgggtgct 40.1 (39.5) 43.6 (43.3) 39.2 (38.6) 40.9 (40.3)
[CO2

�,No0]-gcgtgct 43.6 (41.7) 53.1 (51.3) 47.1 (45.3) 51.5 (49.6)
[CO2

�,No0]-ggggttt 44.1 (42.9) 54.6 (53.4) 48.3 (47.0) 52.5 (51.2)
[N,CO�,No0]-gggtgcc 49.6 (50.1) 47.1 (48.0) 50.7 (51.2) 50.9 (51.5)
[N�,CO,No0]-tgcggttt 61.4 (60.9) 64.7 (64.5) 63.3 (62.8) 64.7 (64.2)
[CO2

�,No0]-gggtgccc 75.1 (73.8) 83.0 (81.6) 80.3 (79.0) 86.2 (84.9)
[N�,OH,No0]-tgggtgct 80.2 (77.7) 75.7 (73.6) 83.0 (80.5) 77.7 (75.2)
[CO2

�,No0]-gggtgccc 83.4 (81.5) 91.2 (89.0) 88.1 (86.2) 92.4 (90.5)
[N�,CO,No0]-tgggtgcc 95.8 (95.1) 96.8 (95.6) 97.3 (96.7) 101.3 (100.7)
[N�,OH,No0]-tgcggttt 104.8 (100.9) 100.8 (97.8) 110.6 (106.7) 105.1 (101.2)
[N,CO,Nd�,No]-tggggtct 111.8 (110.1) 114.7 (112.0) 111.1 (109.4) 107.1 (105.4)
[N�,CO,No0]-tggttcct 130.2 (129.3) 133.4 (132.7) 126.7 (125.9) 129.5 (128.6)

a Single point enthalpies and Gibbs energies (in parentheses) calculated at the B3LYP, B3P86, and MP2(full)/6-311+G(2d,2p) levels of theory using
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) geometries and zero point energy corrections. b B3LYP-GD3BJ/6-311+G(2d,2p) energies using B3LYP-GD3BJ/6-311+G(d,p)
geometries and zero point energy corrections. c These two structures are distinguished by the orientation of the NH2 group, which hydrogen bonds
to a carboxylate oxygen in the lower energy structure (see ESI, Fig. S1).

Table 2 Bond distances (Å) and bond angles (deg) of [Zn(Arg–H)]+ speciesa

Structure r(Zn–X) r(Zn–O) r(Zn–Ys) +XZnO +XZnYs +OZnYs

[N,CO�,No0]-gggtgct 2.10 1.88 1.92 85.5 129.5 140.6
[N,CO�,No0]-ggggggt 2.09 1.87 1.92 86.2 116.7 151.7
[N,CO�,No0]-gcggttt 2.08 1.89 1.94 87.3 120.5 133.5
[CO2

�,No0]-gggtgct 2.01b 2.01 1.91 66.0b 129.9b 135.5
[N�,CO,No0]-tgggtgct 1.85 2.19 1.92 82.3 151.1 115.7
[CO2

�,No0]-gcgtgct 2.01b 2.01 1.91 66.1b 135.7b 129.2
[CO2

�,No0]-ggggttt 1.98b 2.08 1.91 65.3b 131.6b 115.0
[N,CO�,No0]-gggtgcc 2.10 1.87 1.93 86.2 116.2 141.9
[N�,CO,No0]-tgcggttt 1.86 2.21 1.94 83.6 135.0 111.7
[CO2

�,No0]-gggtgcc 2.04b 2.01 1.93 65.7b 118.7b 120.7
[N�,OH,No0]-tgggtgct 1.83 2.33c 1.90 77.4c 159.2 113.0c

[CO2
�,No0]-gggtgcc 2.02b 2.02 1.93 65.8b 121.9b 118.4

[N�,CO,No0]-tgggtgcc 1.88 2.16 1.95 85.8 127.9 117.3
[N�,OH,No0]-tgcggttt 1.83 2.51c 1.91 77.2c 146.2 105.5c

[N,CO,Nd�,No]-tggggtct 2.11 2.11 1.92d 79.3 103.7d 108.7d

[N�,CO,No0]-tggttcct 1.90 2.34 1.96 81.5 150.0 112.6

a Unless otherwise noted, X = backbone amine, O = backbone carbonyl, Ys = side-chain nitrogen (No0). b X = second oxygen on CO2
� group.

c O = hydroxyl oxygen on backbone. d Ys = side-chain nitrogen (Nd). In this structure, r(Zn–No) = 2.09 Å, +NdZnNo = 155.41, and +OZnNo = 125.21.
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[N,CO�](No0H2
+) complex is 3.0 and 12.6 kJ mol�1 higher

in energy than [N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct, respectively. Four other
[N,CO,No0] structures with orientations of tgtgggct, tggggggt,
tgcgggcc, and tggttcct were found and lie B12, 24–29, 37–42,
and 60–63 kJ mol�1 higher in energy than the [N,CO,No 0]-
tgggtgct conformer.

Tridentate structures are not as common as those found in
[Zn(Arg–H)]+ species with the [N,OH,No 0] motif (tgggtgct,
tgtgggct, and tgcgggcc) being the only other tridentate structure
found. (The [N,OH,No0] analogue of [N,CO,No0]-tggggggt collapsed to
a [N,No0]-ttgtggct structure, where there is no longer a Cd–OH
interaction.) Compared to their analogous [N,CO,No0] complexes,
these structures lie 28–33, 15–26, and 8–22 kJ mol�1 higher in
energy, a result of the lower cadmium cation binding affinity for the
hydroxyl group on the carboxylic acid compared to the carbonyl.

In addition to the [N,CO�](No0H2
+)-gggtgc structure, bidentate

structures include the [N,No0]-ttgtggct structure noted above, as
well as six versions of [CO,No0], and [OH,No0]-tcgttgct. Select
higher energy species, including bidentate and monodentate
structures, are shown in the ESI,† Fig. S2. The six bidentate
[CO,No0] complexes were found to be 49–72 kJ mol�1 higher in
energy than the GS with the ctgttgcc orientation being the lowest
in energy and ttgttgcc being the highest. No tetradentate struc-
tures were found suggesting that this binding conformation for
neutral Arg is unfavorable energetically. Four monodentate
species were found with [No0]-tgggtgtc, ttgttgtc, ttggtgcc, and
tcggtgcc being 63–75, 86–114, 72–118, and 114–134 kJ mol�1

higher in energy than the GS, respectively.

Theoretical results: CdCl+(Arg) structures

Table 4 shows the binding geometries, bond distances, and
dihedral angles of each of the CdCl+(Arg) complexes found.

The [N,CO�](No0H2
+)-gggtgc complex is unique from the other

bidentate structures because of its zwitterionic character.
In this structure, the metal cation binds at the backbone amino
group and one oxygen of the deprotonated carboxylate group,
and is stabilized by a hydrogen bond between the uncoordi-
nated carbonyl oxygen and the protonated No0, Fig. 2. The
partial anionic charge on the carboxylate leads to the shortest
Cd–O bond distance, 0.23 Å shorter than the next shortest one.
The Cd–N bond distance of the [N,CO�](No0H2

+) complex is
slightly shorter (by 0.01–0.13 Å) than those calculated for the
[N,CO,No0] binding motifs.

The Cd–N bond distance of the [N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct conformer
is 2.44 Å, and those of the tgtgggct, tggggggt, tgcgggcc, and tggttcct
orientations are within 0.07 Å. Cd–O and Cd–No0 bond distances
of all five of these conformers are within 0.11 and 0.08 Å of one
another, respectively. The angles calculated in these structures
vary extensively, with the exception of +NCdO, which is 68.5 �
2.31. The +NCdNo0 angle varies up to 281 between the different
conformers, while +OCdNo0 angles differ even more, by up to
361. Both the [N,CO,No0] and [N,OH,No0] structures have similar
Cd–N (averages of 2.44 and 2.40 Å, respectively) and Cd–No0

(2.22 and 2.17 Å, respectively) bond distances because the local
binding environments have not changed. Cd–O distances in
[N,OH,No0] conformers are on average 0.16 Å longer than in
[N,CO,No0] structures. The +NCdO and +OCdNo0 dihedral
angles for both binding motifs are very similar with variations
up to 6.51 and 7.91, respectively. The +NCdNo0 angle of [N,OH,No0]
conformers is on average 13.31 larger than those calculated in the
[N,CO,No0] structures.

Another major binding motif is bidentate [CO,No0], with the
ctgttgcc orientation being the lowest in energy. These other
bidentate structures share few structural similarities with the

Table 3 Relative enthalpies (0 K) and Gibbs energies (298 K) of CdCl+(Arg) speciesa

Structure B3LYP B3LYP-GD3BJb B3P86 MP2(full)

[N,CO�](No0H2
+)-gggtgc 0.0 (0.0) 3.0 (2.2) 0.0 (0.0) 12.6 (11.1)

[N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct 9.4 (10.8) 0.0 (0.0) 5.5 (7.0) 0.0 (0.0)
[N,CO,No0]-tgtgggct 21.6 (23.4) 12.2 (11.8) 17.8 (19.6) 12.2 (12.6)
[N,CO,No0]-tggggggt 33.5 (34.2) 24.7 (24.3) 30.7 (31.3) 23.8 (22.9)
[N,OH,No0]-tgggtgct 40.3 (39.6) 28.6 (24.1) 38.3 (37.7) 29.3 (27.2)
[N,OH,No0]-tgtgggct 45.7 (45.6) 27.1 (26.4) 44.0 (43.9) 34.9 (33.3)
[N,CO,No0]-tgcgggcc 49.6 (51.9) 37.0 (39.3) 47.2 (49.6) 39.4 (40.2)
[CO,No0]-ctgttgcc 49.2 (46.9) 54.2 (49.6) 48.6 (46.3) 58.8 (55.1)
[N,No0]-ttgtggct 55.5 (54.2) 37.4 (36.6) 54.1 (52.7) 49.9 (47.1)
[CO,No0]-tg�g�g+tg+ctc 56.9 (58.9) 51.3 (52.6) 55.9 (57.9) 55.4 (55.9)
[CO,No0]-tg+g+g�tg�ct 60.6 (60.5) 56.7 (56.1) 60.9 (60.8) 63.9 (62.3)
[CO,No0]-ttgttgct 60.9 (57.4) 58.2 (54.9) 62.2 (58.7) 63.2 (58.4)
[CO,No0]-ttgttgcccd 63.2 (63.5) 61.3 (62.7) 64.4 (64.7) 68.4 (67.3)
[CO,No0]-ttgttgccd 65.6 (62.9) 66.1 (64.7) 68.5 (65.9) 71.9 (67.8)
[No0]-tgggtgtc 66.2 (62.0) 63.1 (62.0) 67.9 (63.8) 74.5 (68.9)
[N,CO,No0]-tggttcct 70.8 (71.4) 62.5 (61.7) 65.2 (65.8) 59.8 (58.9)
[N,OH,No0]-tgcgggcc 71.4 (75.1) 44.8 (49.9) 68.8 (72.6) 53.3 (55.6)
[No0]-ttgttgtc 94.4 (85.7) 86.0 (81.5) 100.4 (91.7) 113.5 (103.4)
[No0]-ttggtgcc 99.9 (91.0) 72.4 (67.5) 106.3 (97.4) 118.4 (108.0)
[OH,No0]-tcgttgct 105.3 (101.1) 93.0 (89.5) 108.9 (104.7) 110.3 (104.6)
[No0]-tcggtgcc 114.5 (104.9) 133.1 (121.5) 121.3 (117.1) 133.8 (122.7)

a Single point enthalpies and Gibbs energies (in parentheses) calculated at the B3LYP, B3P86, and MP2(full)/def2-TZVPP levels of theory using
B3LYP/def2-TZVP geometries and zero point energy corrections. b B3LYP-GD3BJ/def2-TZVPP energies using B3LYP-GD3BJ/def2-TZVP geometries
and zero point energy corrections. c This structure has a OH�Cl hydrogen bond. d These structures are distinguished by the orientation of the
backbone NH2 group.
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bidentate [N,CO�](No0H2
+) GS structure. Because of the differ-

ence in charge state on the oxygen, the Cd–O bond length of the
lowest energy [CO,No0] structure is 0.29 Å longer than in the
[N,CO�](No0H2

+) structure. Cd–O and Cd–No0 bond distances in
the [CO,No0] conformers (2.35–2.47 and 2.11–2.13 Å, respec-
tively) exhibit small variances, and are comparable to bond
lengths observed in the tridentate species. For the monoden-
tate [No0] conformers, the Cd–No0 bond lengths are the shortest
observed among all conformers, 2.06–2.09 Å.

IRMPD action spectroscopy

The experimentally measured IRMPD action spectra of [Zn(Arg–H)]+

and CdCl+(Arg) complexes were scanned from 5.4 to 16.7 mm

(600–1800 cm�1) and the IR induced fragmentation yield was
calculated at each laser frequency using the equation described
above. 64Zn is the most abundant isotope (49.17% natural
abundance) such that mass to charge ratios (m/z) (given below
in brackets) were calculated using this isotope. 66Zn and 68Zn
(27.73 and 18.45% natural abundance, respectively)43 were
also monitored and included in the yield calculations for the
precursor complex. Zn containing product ions were monitored
using 64Zn.

IRMPD of [Zn(Arg–H)]+ precursor complexes resulted in four
major products that appeared at m/z 193, 191, 112, and 70,
reactions (1)–(4). Representative mass spectra depicting the
IRMPD of [Zn(Arg–H)]+ are given in the ESI,† Fig. S3.

Fig. 2 Structures of low energy CdCl+(Arg) conformers calculated at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory. Relative 0 K enthalpies (kJ mol�1) are given
at the B3LYP, B3LYP-GD3BJ, B3P86, and MP2(full) levels, respectively. Short dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds and long dashed lines indicate
Cd–ligand bonds.
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[Zn(Arg–H)]+ [237] + nhv - Zn(C5H13N4)+ [193] + CO2 (1)

- Zn(C5H11N4)+ [191] + H2O + CO (2)

- C5H10N3
+ [112] + Zn + CO2 + NH3 (3)

C5H10N3
+ [112] + nhv - C4H8N+ [70] + HNQCQNH (4)

Once the isotopic distribution is accounted for, the m/z 193
(loss of CO2), 191 (concomitant loss of H2O and CO), 112 (loss
of the metal center, CO2, and NH3), and 70 (loss of CN2H2 from
m/z 112) fragments were produced with similar intensities.
Reaction (4) is assigned as a sequential dissociation process
because some of the bands are missing in its appearance
spectrum.

IRMPD dissociation of CdCl+(Arg) resulted in only one major
fragmentation pathway, the loss of H2O corresponding to
reaction (5). Representative mass spectra depicting the IRMPD
of CdCl+(Arg) are given in the ESI,† Fig. S4.

CdCl+(Arg) [323] + nhv - CdCl+(C6H12N4O) [305] + H2O (5)

The masses given correspond to the most abundant isotopes
of both Cd and Cl, 114Cd (28.73%) and 35Cl (75.76%), such that
m/z 323 is designated as the precursor ion. The 37Cl isotope
(24.24%) was also monitored and included in yield calcula-
tions. Additional 113Cd, 112Cd, 111Cd, and 110Cd (natural abun-
dances of 12.22%, 24.13%, 12.80%, and 12.49%, respectively)43

isotopes were not monitored.
Overall, these decomposition pathways are similar to those

observed previously for metallated Arg complexes. Jockusch
et al. used thermal radiation and collisional activation to study
the effects of alkali metal cation size on the fragmentation
pathways of Arg complexes.36 Notably, they observed that
increasing metal cation size changed the structure of the Arg
complexes from charge solvated (which mainly lost H2O) to salt

bridges (which mainly lost NH3). Here, we note that the ionic
radius of Cd2+, 0.78 Å, is between that of Li+ and Na+ (0.59 and
0.99 Å). Ionic radii of K+, Rb+, and Cs+ are much larger, 1.37,
1.52, and 1.67 Å.10 This similarity to Li+ and Na+ shows that the
loss of H2O in reaction (5) is a reasonable fragment for the
CdCl+(Arg) species. Likewise, reaction (2) also includes loss of
H2O for the smaller zinc dication, ionic radius of 0.60 Å, which
is similar to that of Li+. However, for reaction (2), water loss is
accompanied by loss of CO, which is comparable to the
observations of Lavanant and Hoppilliard for the decomposi-
tion of Cu+(Arg).44 As for Zn2+, complexation of Cu2+ to Arg
formed the deprotonated complex, [Cu(Arg–H)]+, which was
observed to decompose by loss of both CO2 and HCO2,45 where
the former process is analogous to reaction (1). Clearly,
the overall energetics of these collision-induced dissociation
(CID) experiments differ from those in the IRMPD experiments
conducted here, both in terms of the energy deposition as
well as the strength of the binding to different metal cations.
Loss of CO2 in reaction (1) is potentially consistent with
a deprotonated carboxylic acid, a channel that would not
be available in the studies of the M+(Arg) where M+ = Li+–Cs+,
Cu+, or CdCl+.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental IR spectra:
[Zn(Arg–H)]+

The experimental [Zn(Arg–H)]+ spectrum, shown in Fig. 3, has
bands located at 632, 1067, 1150, 1246, 1424, 1584, 1639, and
1758 cm�1. It can also be seen that the calculated spectra
associated with the lowest energy [N,CO�,No0] structures corre-
late well with the most prominent features of the experimental
spectrum. An overview of the predicted vibrational frequencies
and intensities of the five lowest energy conformers is given in
the ESI,† Table S2. The [N,CO�,No0] conformers, especially the

Table 4 Bond distances (Å) and bond angles (deg) of CdCl+(Arg) speciesa

Structure r(Cd–N) r(Cd–O) r(Cd–Ys) +NCdO +NCdYs +OCdYs

[N,CO�](No0H2
+)-gggtgc 2.38 2.13 76.0

[N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct 2.44 2.43 2.19 68.9 121.3 107.9
[N,CO,No0]-tgtgggct 2.40 2.47 2.20 68.9 112.7 108.9
[N,CO,No0]-tggggggt 2.39 2.40 2.25 70.8 100.0 117.7
[N,OH,No0]-tgggtgct 2.39 2.62b 2.17 64.3b 124.2 108.6b

[N,OH,No0]-tgtgggct 2.36 2.68b 2.18 64.7b 115.1 112.6b

[N,CO,No0]-tgcgggcc 2.48 2.51 2.18 66.9 97.8 85.3
[CO,No0]-ctgttgcc 2.42 2.13 79.9
[N,No0]-ttgtggct 2.39 2.17 115.8
[CO,No0]-tg�g�g+tg�ctc 2.35 2.11 98.2
[CO,No0]-tg+g+g�tg+ct 2.36 2.13 101.0
[CO,No0]-ttgttgct 2.42 2.11 83.6
[CO,No0]-ttgttgccc,d 2.40 2.13 98.9
[CO,No0]-ttgttgccd 2.47 2.11 81.5
[No0]-tgggtgtc 2.06
[N,CO,No0]-tggttcct 2.51 2.49 2.26 66.2 125.5 102.7
[N,OH,No0]-tgcgggcc 2.46 2.71b 2.17 59.8b 95.8 86.2b

[No0]-ttgttgtc 2.07
[No0]-ttggtgcc 2.07
[OH,No0]-tcgttgct 2.76b 2.09 112.8b

[No0]-tcggtgcc 2.08

a Unless otherwise noted, N = amino nitrogen on backbone, O = carbonyl oxygen on backbone, Ys = side-chain nitrogen (No0). b O = backbone
hydroxyl oxygen. c This structure has a OH�Cl hydrogen bond. d These structures are distinguished by the orientation of the backbone NH2 group.
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gggtgct GS, reproduce the highest frequency bands well. Speci-
fically, the gggtgct GS predicts bands at 1754 (uncoordinated
carbonyl CO stretch), 1632 (NoH2 bend), unresolved bands at
1606 and 1591 (backbone NH2 bend and concerted guanidine
NH bends), and 1568 cm�1 (CNo0 stretch, NdCNo bend, and
NoH bend) that correlate quite well in frequency and intensity
to the three highest frequency bands in the experimental
spectrum. As shown in Fig. 3, fairly good agreement is also
observed for the less intense bands at lower frequency. Here,
predicted bands at 1419 (No0H and NdH bends), unresolved
bands at 1266 (mainly No0H bend), 1249 (concerted CH2 twists),
and 1223 (concerted CO stretch and CH2 twists), 1145 (HNCH
bend), 1075 (backbone NH2 wag), and 617 cm�1 (out-of-plane
No0H bend), along with other minor bands near 800 cm�1

reproduce the experimental spectrum very well.
The two other low-lying [N,CO�,No0] structures, ggggggt

and gcggttt, are consistent with the experimental spectrum

throughout most of the region explored, but have significant
differences in both cases. The ggggggt and gcggttt structures
predict bands that are in relatively good agreement with the
experimental bands located at 1584, 1639, and 1758 cm�1

(calculated at 1581, 1635, and 1755 cm�1 for ggggggt and
1567, 1637, and 1741 cm�1 for gcggttt); however, they also have
intense bands at 1537 and 1521 cm�1, respectively, that do not
appear in the experimental spectrum. The 1537 cm�1 band in
the ggggggt spectrum is a combination of CNd stretch and NdH,
No0H, and NoH bends (which corresponds to the 1567 cm�1

band for gcggttt). The analogous 1521 cm�1 band in the gcggttt
conformer is a mixture of NoH2 and No0H bends and CNo

stretch (assigned to the 1581 cm�1 band for ggggggt). The same
two bands in the gggtgct GS lie at 1568 and 1591 cm�1, such that
they overlap and are not red-shifted compared to experiment.
Bands observed between 800 and 1450 cm�1 are generally
consistent with both excited conformers in shape and intensity,

Fig. 3 Comparison of the [Zn(Arg–H)]+ experimental IRMPD action spectrum (black, upper left; dashed grey, otherwise) with IR spectra calculated at the
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory for the lowest lying conformers (colored lines). Relative 0 K enthalpies (kJ mol�1) are given at the B3LYP, B3LYP-
GD3BJ, B3P86, and MP2(full) levels, respectively.
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although the gcggttt conformer does not reproduce the band at
1424 cm�1 very well. Interestingly, the opposite correlation is
observed at the lowest frequencies analyzed. Here, the experi-
mental band at 627 cm�1 is better reproduced by the gcggttt
predicted bands centered at 630 cm�1, whereas the ggggggt
conformer instead predicts an intense band at 683 cm�1, which
is not observed in the IRMPD spectrum.

Fig. 3 also illustrates the predicted IR spectra for alternative
binding motifs, [CO2

�,No0]-gggtgct and [N�,CO,No0]-tgggtgct. In
neither case do the predicted spectra match the experimental
features very well. Specifically, both [CO2

�,No0] and [N�,CO,No0]
conformers fail to reproduce the band observed at 1758 cm�1

corresponding to the uncoordinated carbonyl stretch. This is
clear for [CO2

�,No0] as both carboxylate oxygens now coordinate
the metal. For [N�,CO,No0], the carbonyl is coordinated and the
CO that was uncoordinated in the [N,CO�,No0] structures is now
protonated, i.e., a hydroxyl group. Although these two structures

do have predicted bands somewhat consistent with the experi-
mental bands at 1584 and 1639 cm�1, they also have additional
deviations in the lower frequency regions. Predicted bands at 1417
and 1169 cm�1 in the [CO2

�,No0] and [N�,CO,No0] structures,
respectively, clearly result in intensities much greater than observed
experimentally. Likewise, both structures predict additional bands
in the 700–800 cm�1 region that are not observed experimentally.

Overall, the lowest energy [N,CO�,No0]-gggtgct conformer is
most consistent with the observed spectrum, and contributions
from other conformers are not needed to account for the
experimental observations. The possibility that [N,CO�,No 0]-
ggggggt and [N,CO�,No 0]-gcggttt also contribute to the observed
spectrum cannot be ruled out on a spectroscopic basis, but they
are unlikely to be appreciably populated because of their
relatively high energies. Indeed, an equilibrium distribution
of conformers at 298 K would have a population of Z99.95% of
the [N,CO�,No0]-gggtgct conformer at all levels of theory.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the CdCl+(Arg) experimental IRMPD action spectrum (black, upper left; dashed grey, otherwise) with IR spectra calculated at the
B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory for the lowest lying conformers (colored lines). Relative 0 K enthalpies (kJ mol�1) are given at the B3LYP, B3LYP-GD3BJ,
B3P86, and MP2(full) levels, respectively.
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Comparison of theoretical and experimental IR spectra:
CdCl+(Arg)

The experimental IRMPD action spectrum of CdCl+(Arg), Fig. 4,
is characterized by dominant spectral features located at 610,
1041, 1161, 1457, 1589, 1655, and 1725 cm�1. Also shown in
Fig. 4 are the spectral comparisons between the five lowest
energy CdCl+(Arg) species and the experimental spectrum.
An overview of the predicted vibrational frequencies and inten-
sities of the five lowest energy conformers is given in the ESI,†
Table S3. Interestingly, the CdCl+(Arg) [N,CO�](No0H2

+)-gggtgc
conformer (the B3LYP and B3P86 GS) does not reproduce the
major spectral features well. One very intense band at 1637 cm�1

(NoH2 bend, CNo stretch, and CO stretch) is somewhat consistent
with the experimental band at 1655 cm�1, however it is red
shifted by 18 cm�1 and is more than twice as intense as similar
bands for other conformers. Thus, this species can only be a
minor contributor to the observed spectrum. The minor experi-
mental band at 1377 cm�1 is reproduced by this species
(1375 and 1380 cm�1, backbone CH2 wag); however, all other
experimental bands are more intense than those predicted by
the [N,CO�](No 0H2

+)-gggtgc calculated spectrum.
Instead, the CdCl+(Arg) spectrum is reproduced reasonably

well by the low-energy [N,CO,No0] tridentate structures, specifically
[N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct (the B3LYP-GD3BJ and MP2(full) predicted GS).
This conformer predicts an intense band at 1586 cm�1 (No0CNd

asymmetric stretch and CNoH bend) and 1591 cm�1 (concerted
guanidine bends), which reproduces the experimental 1589 cm�1

band quite well. Likewise, the experimental 1655 and 1725 cm�1

bands are reproduced reasonably well by this tgggtgct species, with
predicted bands located at 1631 (NoH2 bend) and 1709 cm�1 (CO
stretch and COH bend), although both bands are red-shifted
slightly. The higher energy tgtgggct and tgggggt conformers reproduce
these bands comparably, with predicted bands at 1582/1588, 1629,
and 1713 cm�1 and 1527/1585, 1631, and 1706 cm�1, respectively;
however, the latter conformer fails to match the intensity of the
experimental 1586 cm�1 band because the 1527 cm�1 peak no
longer overlaps that of 1585 cm�1, resulting in a separate peak
not found in the experimental spectrum.

There is modest agreement between the various [N,CO,No0]
species and the experimental spectrum in the lower frequency
region below 1500 cm�1, with the most favorable agreement again
observed with the [N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct conformer. In particular, the
experimental bands at 1041 and 1161 cm�1 are reproduced well
by the predicted bands at 1025 cm�1 (backbone NH2 wag) with
1079 cm�1 shoulder (NoH2 rock and CH2 twists) and 1164 cm�1

(COH bend) of the tgggtgct conformer. The tgtgggct and tggggggt
conformers reproduce the COH bend fairly well (1176 and
1167 cm�1, respectively), but show discrepancies with experiment
for the lower frequency NH2 wag band (1061 and 1018 cm�1,
respectively). Likewise, the tgggtgct conformer reproduces the low
intensity bands observed below 900 cm�1 reasonably well whereas
the other two [N,CO,No0] conformers exhibit discrepancies mainly
in intensities. None of these [N,CO,No0] species reproduce the
experimental band at 1457 cm�1. Instead, the tgggtgct, tgtgggct,
and tggggggt conformers do have a band at 1423, 1417, and
1392 cm�1, respectively, (antisymmetric combination of the No0H

and NdH bends), which appears to be blue shifted experimentally.
Further, these conformers each predict a fairly intense band near
1250 cm�1 (largely No0H bend with some symmetric NdH bend)
that is not observed in the experimental spectrum. Here, a red-
shift in this band would reproduce the shoulder to the blue of the
1161 cm�1 band observed experimentally. These two theoretical
bands both involve primarily the No0H bend combined with
symmetric and antisymmetric motions of the NdH bend, such
that it seems plausible these two bands could couple leading to
the hypothesized blue and red shifts.

The [N,OH,No0] conformers, tgggtgct (shown in Fig. 4) and
the very similar tgtgggct analogue, do not match the spectral
features of the experimental spectrum well. The [N,OH,No0]
conformers do not reproduce two key bands at 1161 and
1725 cm�1 because the hydroxyl group is bound directly to
the metal ion preventing the coordinated CO stretch at
1725 cm�1 and shifting the COH bend associated with the band
at 1161 cm�1. This also results in an intense uncoordinated
carbonyl stretch predicted at around 1810 cm�1, for which there
is no experimental evidence.

Ultimately, it is clear that the dominant ion present is
[N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct, with contributions from the tgtgggct con-
former possible on a spectroscopic basis, but unlikely given the
much higher energy. However, although the [N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct
conformer accounts for most of the experimental spectrum
fairly well, observation of the minor band at 1377 cm�1 and the
breadth of the band at 1655 cm�1 suggests that a minor
population of the [N,CO�](No0H2

+)-gggtgc conformer may be
contributing to the spectrum at 298 K. As shown in Fig. S5
(ESI†), a 85 : 15 [N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct : [N,CO�](No0H2

+)-gggtgc compo-
site fit reproduces the experimental spectrum well, with an estimated
uncertainty in the populations of �5%. According to both B3LYP
and B3P86 levels of theory, the [N,CO�](No0H2

+)-gggtgc conformer is
the lowest energy structure, with an equilibrium distribution at
298 K of Z98% and Z94%, respectively. In contrast, the MP2(full)
and B3LYP-GD3BJ levels predict that their [N,CO,No0]-tgggtgct GS
would be populated at around 98% and B70%, respectively, with
the remaining population in [N,CO�](No0H2

+)-gggtgc. Here, it
appears that the B3LYP and B3P86 functionals do not adequately
predict the relative energetics for these heavy metal complexes,
whereas perturbation-based MP2 performs better. B3LYP-GD3BJ
generally reproduces MP2 values such that the good agreement at
this level of theory is also reasonable. Apparently, the DFT methods
without dispersion (which is designed to quantify hydrogen
bonding more precisely) overvalue the No 0H�OC hydrogen bond
in [N,CO�](No 0H2

+)-gggtgc compared to the Cd–No0 interaction
in [N,CO,No 0]-tgggtgct.

Overall comparison

Because the Zn complex and the dominant Cd complex are
assigned to tridentate structures in which the metal cation is
bound to the backbone amine, carbonyl, and side-chain imine
(No0), it is expected that they should share many spectral
features. This comparison is shown in Fig. 5, with the main
bands found in the [Zn(Arg–H)]+ complex located at 632, 1067,
1150, 1246, 1424, 1584, 1639, and 1758 cm�1, and those in the
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CdCl+(Arg) spectrum appearing at 610, 1041, 1161, 1457, 1589,
1655, and 1725 cm�1. The highest wavenumber bands in both
spectra correspond to carbonyl stretches and experience a
sizable shift (33 cm�1) from one another, which is explained
by deprotonation of the carboxylic acid in the [Zn(Arg–H)]+

species. This effect was previously noted in a study of histidine
complexed with Zn2+ and Cd2+ where the recorded shift was
about 40 cm�1.22 The bands at 1639 and 1655 cm�1 correspond
primarily to the NoH2 bend (predicted to occur at 1632 and
1631 cm�1, respectively) and are shifted in the experimental
spectrum primarily because the Cd spectrum probably includes
a contribution from the [N,CO�](No0H2

+)-gggtgc conformer at
1637 cm�1. Bands at 1584 and 1589 cm�1 are comparable
because they correspond to combinations of guanidine
motions, and the same is true of the 1424 and 1457 cm�1

bands, where the shift in the latter band is discussed above.
Likewise, as discussed above, the band at 1246 cm�1 in the Zn
spectrum (NdH bend and CH2 twists) appears red-shifted in the
Cd spectrum, forming the shoulder near 1200 cm�1. The bands
near 1150 and 620 cm�1 are serendipitously similar as they
correspond to a HNCH bend and out-of-plane No0H bend in the
Zn complex and in-plane and out-of-plane COH bends in the Cd
spectrum. The bands near 1050 cm�1 both correspond to the
backbone NH2 wag. Some differences in the bands are expected
because the larger Cd2+ ion should perturb the vibrations of the
neutral Arg ligand less than the smaller Zn2+ ion perturbs the
anionic deprotonated Arg ligand. Ultimately, it can be seen that

the characteristic complexation and type of metal ion have
major effects on the vibrational modes observed in the IRMPD
action spectra.

Comparison to IRMPD studies of Zn2+ and Cd2+ complexes with
His

It is also of interest to compare the binding of Zn and Arg with
that of Zn and His, one of the most common binding sites for
Zn in biological systems. The binding of Zn to these two amino
acids holds many similarities, including their nitrogen-based
side-chain basicity and GS conformations, Fig. 6. In the gas-
phase, the ground structures of Zn2+ binding to Arg and His
both involve deprotonation at the carboxylic acid with
[N,CO�,Ns] binding sites, where Ns is the No0 nitrogen in Arg
and the Np in His.22 The Zn–O bond lengths are 1.88 and 1.90 Å,
respectively, with Zn–N bonds lengths of 2.10 and 2.06 Å,
respectively, and r(Zn–No0) = 1.92 Å compared to r(Zn–Np) =
1.97 Å. The longer side-chain length in Arg probably allows
more flexibility in the orientation of the side-chain binding site,
allowing the shorter Zn–Ns bond distance. Indeed, such a
shorter bond distance is consistent with the observation that
Arg binds more strongly than His to Na+, Cu+, and Ag+ in the
gas phase.46–49 In solution, protonation of the Arg side chain
would disfavor metal binding. Probably the biggest difference
between the two complexes is that the binding pocket in Arg is
more planar (+NZnONo0 = 1551 and +No0ZnO = 1411) com-
pared to a more pyramidal orientation for His (+NZnONp =
1001 and +NpZnO = 1121). The latter orientation permits Zn to
bind to a fourth ligand if present, whereas this would be
hindered in the [Zn(Arg–H)]+ complex. Notably, under similar
electrospray ionization conditions, the Zn2+(His)2 complex (analo-
gous to Zn2+–His binding in Cys2His2 zinc finger domains) was
formed in addition to a [Zn(His–H)]+(NH3) complex (from which
the [Zn(His–H)]+ was formed), clearly different from the behavior
observed in the current analysis where only [Zn(Arg–H)]+ was
observed. Comparison of these results suggests that Zn2+ binds
preferentially to His (notably while keeping the His ligand intact
in the larger complex) and is consistent with the characterization
of prevalent histidine sites within zinc finger domains.

Similarly, the complexes formed between Cd2+ and Arg differ
from those observed in our previous His study. There, both
Cd2+(His)2 and CdCl+(His) were formed in the source, whereas

Fig. 5 Infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) action spectra of
Zn2+ and Cd2+ complexed with Arg.

Fig. 6 Comparison of [Zn(Arg–H)]+ and [Zn(His–H)]+ ground structures.22

Bond lengths (in Å) are indicated for select bonds.
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only CdCl+(Arg) was formed in the current study. In the His
complexes, both Cd2+(His)2 and CdCl+(His) GS conformations
were characterized by [N,CO,Np] binding motifs (see atom
designations in Fig. 6), such that the ancillary Cl� ligand does
not greatly affect the binding motif. Similar results would
be expected for the analogous comparison of Cd2+(Arg)2 and
CdCl+(Arg), although theoretical structures for Cd2+(Arg)2 were
not explored because there was no experimental spectrum
available for comparison.

Additional studies of interest could evaluate the effects of
water solvation on the structural characteristics of these bio-
logically important His and Arg systems, an analysis which could
help correlate gas-phase results with observations made under
physiological conditions. We expect that water solvation would
only play a minor role in the complexation and stabilization of
the current gas-phase systems (potentially acting mainly as a
fourth ligand). Further, Cys2His2 zinc fingers have a hydrophobic
core that allows the helix containing the two His residues to
form,1 such that water interactions at the active Zn binding
site are probably not influential. Clearly, water solvation does
play a role in the protein folding that leads to formation of
the helix itself.

Conclusions

IRMPD action spectra of arginine complexed with Zn2+ and
Cd2+ were measured between 600–1800 cm�1 and were compared
to theoretical models calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) and
B3LYP/def2-TZVP levels of theory, respectively. The theoretically
predicted [Zn(Arg–H)]+ GS, [N,CO�,No0]-gggtgct, reproduces the
experimental IRMPD action spectrum well. The contribution
of other conformers is not needed to explain the observed
spectrum and is unlikely because of their relatively high energies.
Interestingly, the experimental CdCl+(Arg) spectrum was deter-
mined to be a probable mixture of the two lowest-energy
species, the bidentate [N,CO�](No 0H2

+)-gggtgc and tridentate
[N,CO,No 0]-tgggtgct with the majority being the tridentate
structure. This result is in better agreement with predictions
of theory at the MP2(full) and B3LYP-GD3BJ levels than B3LYP
and B3P86 levels. Analysis of the changes of vibrational modes
and geometries of the arginine complexes provide knowledge
of the relative binding strength of the metal ion within the
complex. This in turn may be used to determine how bio-
logical systems react to differing metal centers. Shorter M–N,
M–O, and M–No 0 bond distances indicate that there is
stronger Zn2+ binding to the complex compared to its Cd2+

congener. Overall, the information provided by this experi-
ment contributes to our knowledge of metal–amino acid
interactions and will help to further understand important
biological systems.
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